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How to spot a “CIA funded”/ alt-right COINTELPRO blog.

JULY 1, 2020 | BDBINC | 3 COMMENTS
1. Controlling the COVID narrative to only include lower fatality numbers and talk about wearing masks. Ignoring

the fact a new disease “COVID” does not even exist and has not been proven.Allowing only spoken controlled
opposition from ” dissenting ” experts , the Drs and nurses that say COVID disease  exists .  .As long as you
don’t question the very existence of a new disease and do not question the Germ theory  .The fact that paleo
virologists and virologists working on the human virome (and  viruses incorporated into  our dna) say the
trillians of rna strings (“viruses”) in and on us found in healthy people so are not seen as  causes of disease.
Comments that do not go with the alt right dialog will be censored or shills will jump on them and response will
be censored. The human Virome we all have includes that of  what they call “Corona virus” up healthy people’s
nasal passage.This scientific fact flies in the face of psyop COVID propaganda.

2. The controlled opposition alt rights  love going on about the CIA Agent Assange ” Free Assange” they cry .
Promoting  a cult like following of the media celebrity poster boy for “internet impartiality and freedom”( scoff).
There is none and Wikileaks is the CIA’s whistle blower honey pot. Where is the evidence for Agent Assange and
CIAs Wikileaks  being what the media tell you they are ? They have nothing to support the media lies about him
and the cia org Wikileaks but the words of the media , propaganda  from a media that we know lies. Reasoning
denys the media lies  for if anyone was a real threat to the CIA they would  have been assassinated long ago not
made into a  celebrity hero & a symbol and poster boy for freedom. They would not be not staying in London
partying with other celebs  and making babies.

3. They talk about Trump and other bankster presidents and PMs as other than the NWO puppets they are
perpetuating the democracy dogma.

.

4.They talk about evil ” elites” as enemies and people who believe media as enemies. Making enemies divides and
conquers.Naming and judging( to be be�er than also  builds egos) banksters spokespersons and making them the
enemy. When if people stopped believing and following them and giving them fealty and  a�ention they would
quickly dissolve.

5. The alt right  perpetuate the racism. Pretend the Floyd false flag and X Blackwater riots were  real honest uprising
of the people. They are still  playing the race card  and still dividing. All life ma�ers.We are all privileged  to be
alive.

6. They tell you America is evil,  Russia ( symbol  bear)& China is good. This works for the banksters planned
Marxist/communist reset call it ” Socialism”. Or as the UN  NWO call it “Happyism”  marshal law, mass poverty,
tyrannical neo nazi govts with ” health and safety” nazi officers issuing infringement notices. Its not humanism
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which is what we need, its  not even close.Read the UN( global shadow  govt)  2030 agenda its  wri�en in Orwellian
so you have to reverse it to translate it to English. As they want another Ism they are going on about “anti
capitalism”( not greed) and blame capitalism  for all  that’s wrong in the world. We don’t even have a political-
economic concept called capitalism we have Banksterism.The bankers create money out of debt in a big fraudulent
ponzi scheme our govts are set up as corporations totally controlled by the banks they borrow money off( in our
names) . The govts instead of creating it themselves with no interest for infrastructure, needs and  budget etc borrow
it with interest. Thats not capitalism.Its  an economic and political monopoly usury and corrupt.

7. They hijacked   the spiritual meaning of Enlightenment ( To know thyself ) to ” woke” . To be Woke is when you
believe the media’s  alt right propaganda . Like the CIA infiltrated the 60’s uprising  consciousness and turned the 
counter culture movement of love in response & protest to the Vietnam  war into  ” hippys”  excessive use of sex
and drugs. The alt right tentacle blogs have the pseudo spiritualism meme  popping up  and if you believe what
they tell you you too will be ” woke” like them.

8. Fearmongering and using the same controlled opposition authors spreading the same memes and keeping to the
narrative .

9. Telling the narrative they want about your helplessness and dis-empowerment. Telling you their plans so you
believe and without knowing unconsciously  help them manifest it.You are a co creator in this world and they do
not want you to know about your superpowers.

The mainstream  media have branched heavily out into  alt right social media blogs as so many people stopped 
believing  mainstream media . Alt right is of growing importance to the Oligarchy in order to have mind control of
the increased numbers of  ” deniers” and  dissenters.

So question everything with a reasoning mind. Be present and mindful when you read information on blogs.

Only  conditioned minds can be programmed.

The ego is the conditioned mind.

Freedom comes from within not without .You don’t have to create it its already there waiting for you.

Primary.

Start an inner revolution.

Know thyself.



3 thoughts on “How to spot a “CIA funded”/ alt-right COINTELPRO
blog.”

1.  says:
Anytime anyone tries to discredit socialism/Marxism/communism it’s almost guaranteed they have never read
Marx couldn’t describe the three without a google copy and paste and think the only ideology left to man is
somehow a bankers secret cartel. You also say something about divide and conquer you do repairs their are
several sides to an argument and that it would automatically create a division? What you really mean is
everyone should think like YOU

HORRIDCUNT
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SEPTEMBER 2, 2020 AT 4:57 AM | REPLY
 says:

No ” horrid cunt” ( I hope you don’t kiss your mum with that mouth)
I want people to investigate, to question the narrative and discover for themselves not to eat up and then
think like the media propaganda.

The economic and political MONOPOLY that we have in place is a fact.

What I see now is a fascist UN govt system controlling all central banking national govts complete with
home detention , forced medical experimentation , covid concentration camps, that is more in line with
Nazism than ideology of socialism/communism/marxism .

The use of divide and conquer strategies( Ism’s)and controlled opposition is also a fact .
I don’t know where you’ve been to miss what is going on immersed in NWO marxist -communist ideology (
popular alt right controlled opposition sites “Zero hedge, Caitlin Johnson, Off ( shoot of ) Guardian”) but I
kindly suggest you try thinking for yourself for a change 

SEPTEMBER 2, 2020 AT 8:20 PM | REPLY
2.  says:

@ Horriblecunt Marxism,Communism, nazisocialism are all forms of Fascism as they are and so discredit
themselves. Its time we evolved beyond ideology that keeps us mind identified and voting through use of
ideology for the same govt time after time.

Its high time for Human Beings not Isms.

SEPTEMBER 3, 2020 AT 6:25 PM | REPLY
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